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AN NSF ACCELNET
NETWORK

Managing the Global Commons: Sustainable 
agriculture and use of the world’s land and water 

resources in the 21st century 





Over past 3 years, conference theme has remained 
relevant – indeed it has become ever more urgent

• 1.5 C target for climate change on life support
• Biodiversity losses accelerating
• Record-setting droughts even as we see increased damages from 

flooding 
• Rural and coastal water quality degraded
• Heightened civil conflicts and extreme events leading to increased flows 

of refugees
• Food prices reaching record levels
• Science-based solutions have been identified – but:

• Effective communication of scientific findings is 
often lacking

• Top-down solutions are not working
• Weak governance of the commons – at the local, 

national and global levels presents a significant 
barrier to implementation of sustainability policies 



Meeting the UN Global Sustainable Development Goals on a 
changing planet with limited land and water resources 

presents significant challenges
GLASSNET aims to:
• Enable transformative analysis to 

facilitate decision making for 
sustainable development 

• Develop diverse human capital for 
analysis of tradeoffs and synergies 
among SDGs 

• Form a network of networks, 
facilitating integration across 
research teams to advance 
knowledge and identify sustainable 
pathways

More than half of the UN SDGs relate to land and water 
resources for which the global food system is key stressor 



GLASSNET: Global-to-Local-to-Global Analysis of 
Systems Sustainability

§ Recognizes that global 
forces are driving local 
sustainability stresses

§ Yet the character of 
these stresses & 
solutions vary by 
locality

§ Furthermore, local 
responses can have 
global consequences

§ Trans-disciplinary, trans-
national collaboration is 
essential





GLASSNET Activities

• Conferences
• Network-wide virtual workshops
• Training: Short courses aimed at bridging disciplinary boundaries
• Early career researcher development:
• Travel fellowships 
• ECR workshops

• Network-driven use cases: South America, Southern Africa, UK 
• Research coordination
• Research into effective networking activities and tools; evaluation of what works and what doesn’t work!
• Biannual meetings: Next on is in 2023 at U. Minnesota



Day One: Panel Presentations



Day Two: GLASSNET-inspired talks and Panel Working 
Sessions

Important notes: please check out of your rooms in the morning – confer with Ginger if your transport 
to the airport is not yet organized



Environmental Research Letters Special Issue: 
Publication Schedule 

• Friday afternoon (tomorrow!): Detailed outline of integrative papers and writing assignments
• August 15: submission of papers to ERL
• October 1 (or earlier): reviews returned
• November 15: submission of revised paper
• December (or as soon as accepted): publication on line
• ERL contact: Lauren Carter lauren.carter@ioppublishing.org
• Lauren will be in touch with lead authors immediately following this conference


